
 

 
 

 

It’s Crazy How Loyalties Rotate 

 
 

Can you understand why we live 
in such a selfish society 

our leaders have lied to our ancestors 
and they continue to like to you and me – 

 
I am a proud American 

chasing America’s powers and greed 
knowing our history and gangster has proven 
loyalties will fluctuate at light warp speeds – 

 
so for every new mother there’s a new umbilical cord that feeds 

we’ve all heard stand for something or go for anything 
but it seems as though no one ever takes heed – 

 
in the hood we grind form nothing and alleged army with old hammers 

knowing if we ever make it to Trump statuses 
the corruption will be protected by all the glamour – 

 
so the bigger pictures are better understood 

when we start to open our eyes 
I’m talking the rebirth of wisdom 

many years after our birth and initial cries – 
 

so don’t judge us cause we’re like our government 
at the time loyal to our choices 

while the government is portraying bicentennial statuses 
we’re burning like hell screaming with endless voices – 

 
I went 12 rounds with the state and the feds 

Oyezzz I’m a survivor 
I beat life with 12 running concurrent after trials 
so I’ll converse with the streets until I’m retired – 

 
even so to this day I remain loyal 

to my choices even those in the past that were never loyal 
butt naked and afraid questioning if sterilization 

actually takes place when the temperature boils – 
 

to the casket drops I’m 1000% forever official 
but its time my loyalties rotate 

with that being said hate will never win 
because love will always pulsate – 

 
 



 

 
 

 
so without question racial profiling, corruption and hate 

from any spectrum is cancerous killing growth 
before we are given the Heimlich maneuver 

it’s clear selfishness and greed would rather see us choke – 
 

see momentary worth will never supersede 
the predominant waters across our land 

although our definitions of family and worth may vary 
it's a fact suckers and cowards move hand in hand – 

 
so even though loyalties may rotate 

professions, money and power shouldn’t define our persons 
if you ever classified me as nothing 

it’s my pleasure to finally prove you wrong after endless rehearsing – 
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